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Lincoln Rhyme Thrillers
Lincoln Rhyme and his partner Amelia
Sachs return in this gripping thriller to
investigate the assassination of a U.S.
citizen in the Bahamas. It was a "milliondollar bullet," a sniper shot delivered
from over a mile away. Its victim was no
ordinary mark: he was Robert Moreno, a
man known to have strong anti-American
sympathies, and seemingly assassinated
by the US government. The nation's most
renowned investigator and forensics
expert, Lincoln Rhyme, is drafted to
investigate. While his partner, Amelia
Sachs, traces the victim's steps in
Manhattan, Rhyme leaves the city to
pursue the sniper himself. As details of
the case start to emerge, the pair
discovers that not all is what it seems.
When a deadly, knife-wielding assassin
begins systematically eliminating all
evidence-including the witnessesLincoln's investigation turns into a
chilling battle of wits against a coldblooded killer.
DANGEROUSLY GOOD. DISTINCTIVELY
DEAVER. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia
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Sachs return to New York City to
confront a killer terrorizing couples at
their happiest--and most vulnerable. In
the early hours of a quiet, weekend
morning in Manhattan's Diamond
District, a brutal triple murder shocks
the city. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia
Sachs quickly take the case. Curiously,
the killer has left behind a half-million
dollars' worth of gems at the murder
scene, a jewelry store on 47th street. As
more crimes follow, it becomes clear that
the killer's target is not gems, but
engaged couples themselves. The
Promisor vows to take the lives of men
and women during their most precious
moments--midway through the purchase
of an engagement ring, after a meeting
with a wedding planner, trying on the
perfect gown for a day that will never
come. The Promisor arrives silently,
armed with knife or gun, and a time of
bliss is transformed, in an instant, to one
of horror. Soon the Promiser makes a
dangerous mistake: leaving behind an
innocent witness, Vimal Lahori, a
talented young diamond cutter, who can
help Rhyme and Sachs blow the lid off
the case. They must track down Vimal
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before the killer can correct his fatal
error. Then disaster strikes, threatening
to tear apart the very fabric of the
city--and providing the perfect cover for
the killer to slip through the cracks.
A classic thriller from New York Times
bestselling author Jeffery Deaver
featuring the intricate forensic detail,
masterful plot twists, and harrowing
breakneck pace that made A Maiden's
Grave, The Bone Collector, and The
Coffin Dancer national bestsellers. It's
New Year’s Eve, December 31, 1999, and
Washington, DC, is under siege. Early in
the day, a grisly machine gun attack in
the Dupont Circle Metro station leaves
dozens dead and the city crippled with
fear. A note delivered to the mayor’s
office pins the massacre on the Digger, a
robotlike assassin programmed to wreak
havoc on the capital every four
hours—until midnight. Only a ransom of
$20 million delivered to the Digger’s
accomplice—and mastermind—will end
the death and terror. But the Digger
becomes a far more sinister threat when
his accomplice is killed in a freak
accident while en route to the money
drop. With the ransom note as the single
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scrap of evidence, Special Agent
Margaret Lukas calls upon Parker
Kincaid, a retired FBI agent and the top
forensic document examiner in the
country. Somehow, by midnight, they
must find the Digger—before he finds
them.
From Jeffery Deaver--the New York Times
bestselling author of the upcoming
Lincoln Rhyme novel THE KILL ROOM
(on sale June 4, 2013)--comes an original
short story featuring Rhyme. When a
young woman is found brutally murdered
in a parking garage, with a veritable
mountain of potential evidence to sift
through, it may be the most challenging
case former NYPD detective Lincoln
Rhyme has ever taken on.
The Cutting Edge
A Lincoln Rhyme Novel
The Vanished Man
A Detective Ian Peterson Mystery
The Steel Kiss
A man plummets to his death during the York Races.
Despite the large crowds, no witnesses are able to help
confirm whether the death was a suicide or a murder.
Newly promoted, Detective Ian Peterson is plunged into
the complex case that splashes across the headlines.
Meanwhile the killer has begun to hunt his next victim,
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and before long the body count increases. With pressure
to solve the crimes mounting, Ian must put aside his
personal life despite pressure from his wife. But the killer
is following the investigation far more intensely than Ian
realizes, and time is running out as the case suddenly
gets a lot closer to home . . .
"An affluent family returns home from Sunday dinner
only to find the murdered and brutalized corpse of a total
stranger in their house. This baffling, twisted tale tests
Alex and Milo to their intellectual and emotional limits"-From The Bone Collector to the brand-new James Bond
masterwork, “there is no thriller writer today like Jeffery
Deaver”(San Jose Mercury News)! John Pellam had a
promising career as a Hollywood stuntman, until a
tragedy sidetracked him. Now he’s a divorced, hardliving location scout who travels the country in search of
shooting sites, and pulling his camper into any small
town brings out the locals seeking their fifteen minutes of
fame. But behind an idyllic locale in upstate New York is
a hotbed of violence, lust, and conspiracy, and Pellam is
thrust into the heart of an unfolding drama and the
search for a killer when a brutal murder has him hunting
down justice on behalf of a dear friend.
On a frigid December night, an eerie pattern emerges
from two equally brutal murder scenes, where a killer’s
calling card is a moon-faced clock that seemingly ticked
away the victims’ last moments. From his wheelchair,
criminologist Lincoln Rhyme tracks the Watchmaker, a
time-obsessed genius. With every passing second, the
Watchmaker is moving with razor-sharp precision to his
next act of perfectly orchestrated violence—and Rhyme
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can’t afford to have his trusted partner, Amelia Sachs,
distracted by a daunting homicide case of her own. Up
against a brilliant madman, Rhyme and Sachs are locked
in a blood-chilling race with their deadliest enemy: time
itself. . . .
A Textbook Case (a Lincoln Rhyme story)
The Goodbye Man
An Inspector Rebus Novel
The Coffin Dancer
Lincoln Rhyme Book 13

He is watching you. He knows you, better than you know
yourself. And he is using his knowledge to plan your
death. But you are not his only victim. He is also watching
your killer. He is about to get away with the perfect
murder . . .
The "master of ticking-bomb suspense" (People) Jeffery
Deaver delivers the latest thriller featuring his beloved
protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs as they
search for a criminal whose fascination with breaking
locks terrorizes New York City. A woman awakes in the
morning to find that someone has picked her apartment’s
supposedly impregnable door lock and rearranged
personal items, even sitting beside her while she slept. The
intrusion, the police learn, is a message to the entire city
of carnage to come. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are
brought in to investigate and soon learn that the
sociopathic intruder, who calls himself "the Locksmith,”
can break through any lock or security system ever
devised. With more victims on the horizon, Rhyme, Sachs
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and their stable of associates must follow the evidence to
the man’s lair… and discover his true mission. Their hunt
is interrupted when an internal investigation in the police
force uncovers what seems to be a crucial mistake in one
of Rhyme's previous cases. He’s fired as a consultant for
the NYPD and must risk jail if he investigates the
Locksmith case in secret. The Midnight Lock is a rollercoaster read that takes place over just a few days’ time,
features surprise after surprise and offers a fascinating
look at the esoteric world of lockpicking.
Now a major television series starring Russel Hornsby,
Arielle Kebbel, and Michael Imperioli, “Lincoln Rhyme is
more relentless than ever” (People) and Jeffery Deaver
delivers “supercharged tension” (USA TODAY) in this
New York Times bestselling suspense masterwork. NYPD
criminalist Lincoln Rhyme joins his brilliant protégé
Amelia Sachs, in the hunt for the Coffin Dancer—an
ingenious killer who changes his appearance even faster
than he adds to his trail of victims. They have only one
clue: the madman has a tattoo of the Grim Reaper
waltzing with a woman in the front of a coffin. Rhyme
must rely on his wits and intuition to track the elusive
murderer through New York City—knowing they have only
forty-eight hours before the Coffin Dancer strikes again.
Coffin Dancer is a “heart-stopping” (Booklist) thriller
from #1 international bestselling author Jeffery Deaver’s
“simply outstanding” (San Jose Mercury News) Lincoln
Rhyme series.
DANGEROUSLY GOOD. DISTINCTIVELY DEAVER.
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New York Times bestselling author Jeffery Deaver returns
to forensic detective Lincoln Rhyme in his most harrowing
case yet. THE BURIAL HOUR A businessman snatched
from an Upper East Side street in broad daylight. A
miniature hangman's noose left at the scene. A nine-yearold girl, the only witness to the crime. With a crime scene
this puzzling, forensic expertise of the highest order is
absolutely essential. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are
called in to investigate. Soon the case takes a stranger
turn: a recording surfaces of the victim being slowly
hanged, his desperate gasps the backdrop to an eerie
piece of music. The video is marked as the work of The
Composer... Despite their best efforts, the suspect gets
away. So when a similar kidnapping occurs on a dusty
road outside Naples, Italy, Rhyme and Sachs don't
hesitate to rejoin the hunt. But the search is now a
complex case of international cooperation--and not all
those involved may be who they seem. Sachs and Rhyme
find themselves playing a dangerous game, with lives all
across the globe hanging in the balance.
The October List
The Broken Window
The Kill Room
The Devil's Teardrop
A Lee Nez Novel
In Hell's Kitchen, New York City, to
work on a low-budget documentary on the
area's colorful history, ex-stuntmanturned-location-scout John Pellam finds
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himself investigating a series of
suspicious fires that may be linked to
efforts to hide the past.
To save a missing girl, FBI Agent Elsa
Myers may have to lose herself... "I
absolutely love when I find a new
mystery series to follow and enjoy!...
I just couldn't stop reading... I loved
the characters and want more! 4 out of
5 stars." Booked on a Feeling Even as
her father lies dying in a hospital
north of New York City, FBI Agent Elsa
Myers can't ignore a call for help. A
teenage girl has disappeared from
Forest Hills, Queens, and during the
critical first hours of the case, a
series of false leads obscures the fact
that she did not go willingly. As the
hours tick by, and the search becomes a
hunt for a man who may have been
killing for years, Elsa's carefully
compartmentalized world collapses
around her. She finds missing people,
but she knows too well how it feels to
be lost. Everything she has buried--her
fraught relationship with her sister
and niece, her self-destructive past,
her mother's death--threatens to
resurface, with devastating
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consequences. Can our most painful
childhood secrets be forgotten? Or will
they always find their way back into
our adult lives? These questions lie at
the heart of A Map of the Dark, a
riveting portrait of a woman haunted by
her family legacy, and a race-againsttime thriller. Perfect for fans of Tana
French, Megan Abbott, and Lisa Gardner.
What readers are saying about A Map of
the Dark: "This book was so good on so
many levels.... Fantastic read, highly
recommended." For The Love Of Books
"Loved this! A Map of the Dark has a
super lead character who harnesses her
own demons in order to help solve the
case of three missing girls. I couldn't
get up from my chair until I'd read it
all!" Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars
"Sometimes you find, amidst all the
'new and wonderful series' a book that
marks the start of a series you think
you will really like. This is such a
book... It even brought a tear to my
eyes. And it is not every day that I
read a book that has this effect on
me." Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars "Wow,
this was such a fast paced read... A
Map of the Dark is an exciting start to
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a new series which I will certainly be
keeping an eye on." Hooked From Page
One
In his classic thriller The Bone
Collector, Jeffery Deaver introduced
readers to Lincoln Rhyme-the nation's
most renowned investigator and forensic
detective. Now, a new killer is on the
loose: a criminal inspired by the Bone
Collector. And Rhyme must untangle the
twisted web of clues before the killer
targets more victims-or Rhyme himself.
The killer's methods are terrifying. He
stalks the basements and underground
passageways of New York City. He
tattoos his victims' flesh with cryptic
messages, using a tattoo gun loaded
with poison, resulting in an agonizing,
painful death. When a connection is
made to the Bone Collector-the serial
killer who terrorized New York more
than a decade ago-Lincoln Rhyme and
Amelia Sachs are immediately drawn into
the case. Rhyme, Sachs, and the NYPD
must race against time to answer the
many questions the investigation
uncovers: Whom will the killer attack
next? What is the message behind the
victims' tattoos? Does the killer's own
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inking--a fanged centipede sporting a
woman's face--hold any significance?
And what is his ultimate mission? As
time runs out, Rhyme discovers that the
past has returned to haunt him in the
most troubling way imaginable...
"The master of ticking-bomb suspense"
(People) returns with a devilishly good
thriller, and reward seeker Colter
Shaw's most personal case to date. Just
hours after the harrowing events of The
Never Game and The Goodbye Man, Colter
Shaw finds himself in San Francisco,
where he has taken on the mission his
father began years ago: finding a
missing courier bag containing evidence
that will bring down a corporate
espionage firm responsible for
hundreds, perhaps thousands, of deaths.
Following the enigmatic clues his
father left behind, Shaw plays cat and
mouse with the company's sadistic
enforcers, as he speeds from one gritty
neighborhood in the City by the Bay to
another. Suddenly, the job takes on a
frightening urgency: Only by finding
the courier bag can he expose the
company and stop the murder of an
entire family--slated to die in fortyPage 12/26
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eight hours. With the help of an
unexpected figure from his past, and
with the enforcers closing the net,
Shaw narrows in on the truth--and
learns that the courier bag contains
something unexpected: a secret that
could only be described as
catastrophic. Filled with dozens of
twists and reversals, The Final Twist
is a nonstop race against time to save
the family.... and to keep the
devastating secret Shaw has uncovered
from falling into the wrong hands.
The Whites
Deep Winter
The Burial Hour
The Stone Monkey
Twisted
By the co-writer of the HBO miniseries The Night Of Richard Price's
New York Times bestseller, The Whites, is an electrifying tale of a
New York City police detective under siege-by an unsolved murder, by
his own dark past, and by a violent stalker seeking revenge. Back in
the run-and-gun days of the mid-1990s, when a young Billy Graves
worked in the South Bronx as part of an aggressive anti-crime unit
known as the Wild Geese, he made headlines by accidentally shooting
a ten-year-old boy while struggling with an angel-dusted berserker on
a crowded street. Branded as a loose cannon by his higher-ups, Billy
spent years enduring one dead-end posting after another. Now in his
early forties, he has somehow survived and become a sergeant in
Manhattan Night Watch, a small team of detectives charged with
responding to all post-midnight felonies from Wall Street to Harlem.
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Mostly, his unit acts as little more than a set-up crew for the incoming
shift, but after years in police purgatory, Billy is content simply to do
his job. Then comes a call that changes everything: Night Watch is
summoned to the four a.m. fatal slashing of a man in Penn Station,
and this time Billy's investigation moves beyond the usual handoff to
the day tour. And when he discovers that the victim was once a suspect
in the unsolved murder of a twelve-year-old boy-a savage case with
connections to the former members of the Wild Geese-the bad old
days are back in Billy's life with a vengeance, tearing apart enduring
friendships forged in the urban trenches and even threatening the
safety of his family. Razor-sharp and propulsively written, The
Whites introduces Harry Brandt--a new master of American crime
fiction.
Scottish homicide detective John Rebus has been sent from "North of
the Border" to help London police catch a serial killer with a gruesome
M.O. Teamed with a London cop he wants to trust but can't, Rebus lets
a beautiful psychologist into the case develops a bizarre portrait of a
killer who leaves bite marks and tears on each victim's body. Now it's
only a question of who is going to get busted first: the cop with the
accent who breaks all the rules--or the psycho painting London with
blood... The New York Times calls Ian Rankin's Inspector Rebus books
"A superior series," and Tooth and Nail is another outstanding entry.
A bus full of children is taken hostage in this “screaming hit” (The
New York Times Book Review) from the author of The Never Game
and The Bone Collector. Along a windswept Kansas road, eight
vulnerable girls and their helpless teachers are forced off a school bus
and held hostage in an abandoned slaughterhouse. The madman who
has them at gunpoint has a simple plan: One hostage an hour will die
unless the demands are met. Called to the scene is Arthur Potter, the
FBI’s best hostage negotiator. He has a plan. But so does one of the
hostages—a beautiful teacher who’s willing to do anything to save the
lives of her students. Now the clock is ticking as a chilling game of cat
and mouse begins.
DON'T MISS THE NBC TELEVISION SERIES LINCOLN RHYME:
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HUNT FOR THE BONE COLLECTOR The first novel in the New
York Times bestselling series featuring forensic detective Lincoln
Rhyme—from the author of The Never Game. “Lightning-paced…a
breakneck thrill ride.”—The Wall Street Journal Lincoln Rhyme was
once a brilliant criminologist, a genius in the field of forensics—until
an accident left him physically and emotionally shattered. But now a
diabolical killer is challenging Rhyme to a terrifying and ingenious
duel of wits. With police detective Amelia Sachs by his side, Rhyme
must follow a labyrinth of clues that reaches back to a dark chapter in
New York City’s past—and reach further into the darkness of the
mind of a madman who won’t stop until he has stripped life down to
the bone. Includes the short story “A Perfect Plan” and a chapter from
The Midnight Lock.
Tooth and Nail
The Collected Stories of Jeffery Deaver
Lincoln Rhyme Book 11
Lincoln Rhyme Series
Hell's Kitchen

“A beautiful and brutal debut. Put Steinbeck’s Of
Mice and Men in a blender with Scott Smith’s classic
crime novel A Simple Plan, then watch as Gailey hits
the switch and everything in this world spins
dangerously out of hand. A wonderful fast-paced
read.” –Urban Waite, author of The Terror of Living
As a powerful winter blizzard converges on a small
Pennsylvania town, a local woman is found brutally
murdered. All evidence points to Danny Bedford, the
town outcast, when he is discovered cradling the
bloody body. Danny manages to escape into the
darkened woods, but he is pursued by the vindictive
deputy sheriff, the victim's brothers, and distraught
townspeople demanding justice. During the freezing
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night that follows, an intricate web of lies is
uncovered, revealing that not everything in the town
is quite what it seems, which sets off an unstoppable
chain of events that changes the townspeople
forever.
Hunting down a killer and master illusionist whose
first of several brutal murders took place at a
prestigious New York music school, investigator
Lincoln Rhyme and his protTgTe, Amelia Sachs,
work together to prevent a terrifying act of
vengeance.
In this twisty thriller from the New York Times
bestselling master of suspense, reward-seeker
Colter Shaw infiltrates a sinister cult after learning
that the only way to get somebody out . . . is to go in.
In the wilderness of Washington State, expert tracker
Colter Shaw has located two young men accused of
a terrible hate crime. But when his pursuit takes a
shocking and tragic turn, Shaw becomes desperate
to discover what went so horribly wrong and if he is
to blame. Shaw's search for answers leads him to a
shadowy organization that bills itself as a grief
support group. But is it truly it a community that
consoles the bereaved? Or a dangerous cult with a
growing body count? Undercover, Shaw joins the
mysterious group, risking everything despite the fact
that no reward is on offer. He soon finds that some
people will stop at nothing to keep their secrets
hidden . . . and to make sure that he or those close to
him say "goodbye" forever.
One of Kirkus Review's "Best Books of 2013" The
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shocking end is only the beginning . . . #1 bestselling
author Jeffery Deaver has created the most riveting
and original novel of the year-a race-against-theclock mystery, told in reverse. The October List
Gabriela waits desperately for news of her abducted
daughter. At last, the door opens. But it's not the
negotiators. It's not the FBI. It's the kidnapper. And
he has a gun. How did it come to this? Two days
ago, Gabriela's life was normal. Then, out of the
blue, she gets word that her six-year-old daughter
has been taken. She's given an ultimatum: pay half a
million dollars and find a mysterious document
known as the "October List" within 30 hours, or
she'll never see her child again. A mind-bending
novel with twists and turns that unfold from its
dramatic climax back to its surprising beginning,
The October List is Jeffery Deaver at his masterful,
inventive best.
Shallow Graves
The Cold Moon
a Novel
A Map of the Dark
The Midnight Lock
The Burial HourGrand Central Publishing
From the Sunday Times bestselling author of The
Goodbye Man, discover Jeffery Deaver's chilling
series featuring much-loved protagonists Lincoln
Rhyme and Amelia Sachs. They have never seen a
murder like it - but something about this killer is
all too familiar . . . A new type of serial killer is
stalking the streets of New York - one more
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devious and disturbing than ever before. A
talented tattoo artist is using poison instead of
ink. His victim is a young woman. And on her
skin he's left a message: 'the second'. Processing
the scene, NYPD detective Lincoln Rhyme and his
associate Amelia Sachs find just one trace of
evidence. A scrap of paper that connects this case
with one they will never forget: the killer they
called The Bone Collector . . . 'Outstanding . . .
Deaver proves himself a grandmaster of the
genre as each surprise leads to an even bigger
surprise, like a series of reverse Russian nesting
dolls' Starred Review, Publisher's Weekly
It's frustrating for local law enforcement to come
up against a piece of scum like Newton Glover.
He's dirty as hell, everyone knows that—breaks
into and vandalizes his neighbors' homes; cheats
and steals from everyone; folks suspect he deals
drugs and porn. He's even killed a man and
gotten away with it. He gets away with all of it,
hinting that he has a secret government
background and that he's "protected" by the
Powers That Be. Glover may finally have gone too
far. He's suspected of kidnapping a young
teenage boy to use for child porn and a pedophile
sex-ring. There's no proof, but this time,
Albuquerque police are determined to nail Glover
to the wall. Lee Nez, a Navajo state police officer,
and Diane Lopez, an FBI agent, go undercover in
Glover's trailer park. Lee and Diane find that
their growing attraction for each other is
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heightened by their posing as husband and wife,
but do not allow that to distract them from their
mission. They soon learn that not long ago,
Glover's neighbors tried to take the law into their
own hands—they dragged Glover from his home
and beat him to death, leaving him in a shallow
grave. To everyone's shock, a few days later
Glover reappeared with not a mark on him. Lee
and Diane are no strangers to the
supernatural—Lee is a Navajo vampire and
Diane's last FBI partner was killed by a werewolf.
Whatever Glover is, they'll deal with it. When a
second child goes missing and clues link her to
Glover, Lee and Diane know they are running out
of time. Glover may be some kind of un-dead, but
soon those children will be really dead, or worse.
At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold
without Digital Rights Management Software
(DRM) applied.
#1 internationally bestselling thriller writer
Jeffery Deaver returns to the Lincoln Rhyme
series, as Rhyme hunts a dangerous killer whose
crimes span the Atlantic. A traveling
businessman is snatched off of an Upper East
Side street in broad daylight?or so it appears to
the eight year old girl who is the crime's only
witness. The perp leaves a token at the site of the
kidnapping?a miniature noose. A crime scene this
puzzling demands forensic expertise of the
highest order. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs
are called in to investigate. Rhyme and Sachs'
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investigation takes an unexpected turn when a
similar kidnapping occurs across the Atlantic in a
small town outside of Naples, Italy. The killer's
M.O. is bizarre and frightening. Obsessed with
music, the man records the final breaths of his
victims, then uses a keyboard sampler to
compose an otherworldly tune that is then posted
online. The search for the killer will become a
complex case of international cooperation?yet
not all is as it seems, and soon Sachs and Rhyme
find themselves playing a dangerous game with
shadowy parties from across the globe.
The Burial Hour - EXTENDED FREE PREVIEW
(first 9 chapters)
The Bone Collector
A Novel Of The Last Night Of The Century
Night Moves
SOON TO BE A MAJOR TELEVISION EVENT FROM
NBC, STARRING RUSSELL HORNSBY, ARIELLE
KEBBEL, AND MICHAEL IMPERIOLI. “Deaver’s
labyrinthine plots are astonishing”(The
New York Times Book Review) in this
bestselling thriller featuring a hitman
who is out to kill a young girl in Harlem
and in order to save her, Lincoln Rhyme
has to solve a cold case that’s over 150
years old. Unlocking a cold case with
explosive implications for the future of
civil rights, forensics expert Lincoln
Rhyme and his protégé, Amelia Sachs, must
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outguess a killer who has targeted a high
school girl from Harlem who is digging
into the past of one of her ancestors, a
former slave. What buried secrets from 140
years ago could have an assassin out for
innocent blood? And what chilling message
is hidden in his calling card, the hanged
man of the tarot deck? Rhyme must
anticipate the next strike or become
history—in the New York Times bestseller
that proves “there is no thriller writer
today like Jeffery Deaver” (San Jose
Mercury News).
From the Sunday Times bestselling author
of The Goodbye Man, discover Jeffery
Deaver's gripping series featuring muchloved protagonists Lincoln Rhyme and
Amelia Sachs. 'If you want thrills, Deaver
is your man' Guardian When a man is
snatched from a New York street in broad
daylight, the only clue is a miniature
noose left on the pavement. By the time
criminal forensic scientist Lincoln Rhyme
is involved, a video of the missing man is
already online, his dying breaths set to a
grisly music by someone calling himself
The Composer. Rhyme and fellow
investigator Amelia Sachs must follow The
Composer across the globe as he continues
his horrifying creation, kidnapping
further victims to add their last breaths
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to his piece. But with Rhyme and Sachs in
a whole new world with its own rules, how
can they possibly guess what danger
they're in when the music finally stops?
'One of the most consistent writers of
clever, entertaining and often thoughtprovoking thrillers in the world' Simon
Kernick 'Deaver is a master of plot
twists, and they are abundant in this
story...essential for fans of the
franchise' Daily Mail
On special assignment with Military
Intelligence, Detective-Inspector
Bonaparte leaves his familiar Australian
outback environment for Melbourne and a
nearby mountain resort. Although out of
his element with city people, Bony
displays his characteristic skills to
interpret some puzzling clues in the
search for a wily killer… The complex halfcaste Bony is, I think, my favourite
fictional detective of the past twenty
years. - Anthony Boucher, The New York
Times
"One of Deaver's most diabolical
villains." - New York Times Book Review
"Deaver is the most creative, skilled, and
intriguing thriller writer in the world."
- Daily Telegraph A tragedy occurs at a
small concert venue on the Monterey
Peninsula. Cries of "fire" are raised and,
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panicked, people run for the doors, only
to find them blocked. A half dozen people
die and others are seriously injured. But
it's the panic and the stampede that
killed them; there was no fire. Kathryn
Dance--a brilliant California Bureau of
Investigation agent and body language
expert--discovers that the stampede was
caused intentionally and that the
perpetrator, a man obsessed with turning
people's own fears and greed into weapons,
has more attacks planned. She and her team
must race against the clock to find where
he will strike next before more innocents
die.
The Devil's Steps
The Burning Wire
The Twelfth Card
The Skin Collector
A Novel
The page-turning New York Times bestseller from Jeffery Deaver's
“simply outstanding” (San Jose Mercury News) Lincoln Rhyme
series! The FBI has recruited forensics expert Lincoln Rhyme and
his protégée, Amelia Sachs, to capture “the Ghost,” a homicidal
immigrant smuggler. But when they corner him aboard a cargo ship,
the bust goes disastrously wrong and the Ghost escapes. Now the
killer must eliminate two families who witnessed his flight before
they jumped ship and vanished. . . . Searching New York City's
Chinatown, can Rhyme and Sachs find the Ghost's targets before he
does?
An anthology of short fiction includes "The Christmas Present," a
holiday tale featuring Lincoln Rhyme, as well as "Gone Fishing,"
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"Triangle," "The Kneeling Soldier," and "Without Jonathan."
From the author of The Goodbye Man, discover Jeffery Deaver's
chilling series that inspired the film starring Angelina Jolie and
Denzel Washington, and is now a major NBC TV series Number
one bestselling author and master of suspense Jeffery Deaver
returns with the thirteenth Lincoln Rhyme thriller, which sees a
crime go global . . . When a man is snatched from a New York
street in broad daylight, the only clue is a miniature noose left on
the pavement. By the time criminal forensic scientist Lincoln
Rhyme is involved, a video of the missing man is already online, his
dying breaths set to a grisly music by someone calling himself The
Composer. Rhyme and fellow investigator Amelia Sachs must
follow The Composer across the globe as he continues his
horrifying creation, kidnapping further victims to add their last
breaths to his piece. But with Rhyme and Sachs in a whole new
world with its own rules, how can they possibly guess what danger
they're in when the music finally stops? 'If you want thrills, Deaver
is your man' Guardian 'One of the most consistent writers of clever,
entertaining and often thought-provoking thrillers in the world'
Simon Kernick 'Deaver is a master of plot twists, and they are
abundant in this story...essential for fans of the franchise' Daily
Mail
DANGEROUSLY GOOD. DISTINCTIVELY DEAVER. Forensic
detective Lincoln Rhyme is back with his most harrowing case yet
in this newest installment of Jeffrey Deaver's New York Times
bestselling series. A businessman snatched from an Upper East Side
street in broad daylight. A miniature hangman's noose left at the
scene. A nine-year-old girl, the only witness to the crime. With a
crime scene this puzzling, forensic expertise of the highest order is
absolutely essential. Lincoln Rhyme and Amelia Sachs are called in
to investigate. Soon the case takes a stranger turn: a recording
surfaces of the victim being slowly hanged, his desperate gasps the
backdrop to an eerie piece of music. The video is marked as the
work of The Composer... Despite their best efforts, the suspect gets
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away. So when a similar kidnapping occurs on a dusty road outside
Naples, Italy, Rhyme and Sachs don't hesitate to rejoin the hunt. But
the search is now a complex case of international cooperation--and
not all those involved may be who they seem. Sachs and Rhyme
find themselves playing a dangerous game, with lives all across the
globe hanging in the balance.
Surrogate Evil
The Bodies Left Behind
A Maiden's Grave
Lincoln Rhyme
The Final Twist

Chasing down a vicious serial killer who
complicates his crimes by leaving behind iron-clan
evidence implicating innocent people, Lincoln
Rhyme and Amelia Sachs reluctantly team up for the
investigation only to find themselves rendered the
killer's next targets. By the author of The Cold Moon.
300,000 first printing.
SOON TO BE A MAJOR TELEVISION EVENT FROM
NBC, STARRING RUSSELL HORNSBY, ARIELLE
KEBBEL, AND MICHAEL IMPERIOLI. From New York
Times bestselling author Jeffery Deaver—Lincoln
Rhyme is back, and on the trail of a killer whose
weapon of choice cripples New York City with fear.
The weapon is invisible and omnipresent. Without it,
modern society grinds to a halt. It is electricity. The
killer harnesses and steers huge arc flashes with
voltage so high and heat so searing that steel melts
and his victims are set afire. When the first
explosion occurs in broad daylight, reducing a city
bus to a pile of molten metal, officials fear terrorism.
Rhyme, a world-class forensic criminologist known
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for his successful apprehension of the most devious
criminals, is immediately tapped for the
investigation. Long a quadriplegic, he assembles
NYPD detective Amelia Sachs and officer Ron
Pulaski as his eyes, ears and legs on crime sites,
and FBI agent Fred Dellray as his undercover man
on the street. As the attacks continue across the city
at a sickening pace, and terrifying demand letters
begin appearing, the team works desperately
against time and with maddeningly little forensic
evidence to try to find the killer. Or is it killers…?
Meanwhile, Rhyme is consulting on another highprofile investigation in Mexico with a most coveted
quarry in his crosshairs: the hired killer known as
the Watchmaker, one of the few criminals to have
eluded Rhyme’s net. Juggling two massive
investigations against a cruel ticking clock takes a
toll on Rhyme’s health. Soon Rhyme is fighting on
yet another front—and his determination to work
despite his physical limitations threatens to drive
away his closest allies when he needs them most…
Arriving at a deserted lake house to investigate an
aborted call to police, Deputy Brynn McKenzie walks
into the middle of a heinous crime and is forced to
flee, along with a terrified young woman, into the
surrounding forest to escape the perpetrators.
Race to Death
The Empty Chair
Solitude Creek
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